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Abstract
This document reviews the data on the importance of using Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and

Transgender (LGBT) literature in the classroom. Existing studies reveal that LGBT students face

more harassment at school-both verbal and physical-than non-LGBT youth. Studies reveal that

LGBT children and youth lack role models and there is an absence of literature where they can

see themselves reflected in the classroom. Research shows the addition of literature is helpful not

only for LGBT students, but, also, for increasing empathy in non-LGBT youth. Due to this

deficit there has been an increasing awareness for change and inclusion. New laws and

resolutions are being formulated and enacted. Therefore it is necessary for educators to be aware

of the literature that is available to them in order to include LGBT literature into their

classrooms. This project created a resource guide for educators to use in their search for

literature. The guide includes elementary resources through high school.
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Chapter One: Definition of Problem
According to a recent Human Rights Campaign survey (Human Rights Campaign, 2016),
LGBT students report being harassed at school-both verbally and physically-at twice the rate of
non-LGBT youth. Because of actions like bullying, harassment and a lack of role models, LGBT
students are also more likely to do poorly in the educational setting (Teaching Tolerance, 2015).
“Nearly nine out of ten GLBT students reported experiencing harassment on campus, while twothirds reported feeling unsafe because of their sexual orientation, according to the 2009 National
School Climate Survey by the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network”(Martin, 2011).
Sadly, according to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, it has been reported that
gay and lesbian children are two to three times more likely to commit suicide than other youth
and that thirty percent of all attempted or completed youth suicides are related to issues of sexual
identity (Hanlon, 2009).In 2001, the Human Rights Watch (HRW) documented attacks against
the human rights of LGBT students and the extent to which laws protect them. HRW believes
that there is a lack of federal, state, and local laws protecting students from discrimination and
violence based on sexual orientation and gender identity (Hanlon, 2009). Furthermore the HRW
has stated that there is a “Systematic failure of the public school system in the United States to
protect these students” (Bochenek & Brown). Data indicates that this harassment begins early
and continues throughout a student’s school career. “Such harassment often begins in elementary
school, and predictably leads to violence as students get older. This is especially common in
small schools” (Cahill 2003).
In order to fight this discrimination of LGBT students, many organizations are making an
effort to include change. Educational Organizations have joined the cause to be a part of the
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solution. The National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) passed a resolution calling for the
inclusion of LGBT issues in the classroom, and provided guidelines for training teachers on
these aspects (Sanders & Mathis, 2012).They also state, “LGBT literature is becoming more
available for young readers, and k-12 curriculum should include literature with gay and lesbian
themes and or/ characters.” Martin (2011) reminds educators that it is also important to realize
there are legal ramifications to not stopping sexual harassment:
“State statutes also prohibit discrimination in schools on the basis of sex, race, sexual
orientation or gender identity, physical disability, religion and national origin (Ed. Code sections
200 and 220).The State Board of Education with the responsibility of adopting policies directed
at creating an environment in K-12 schools that is free from discriminatory attitudes and hate
violence. This includes revisiting curriculum guidelines to include fostering an appreciation of
diversity (Ed. Code section 233).”
Unfortunately there has been much discrimination in schools. Before the 1940s
homosexuality was regarded as a deviant behavior and teachers could be fired or expelled if their
identity was known. There was also censorship of books which led to the banning of books with
LGBT themes (Sanders and Mathis, 2012).
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Purpose of Project
The purpose of this project is to provide resources to educators to help them realize the
plethora of LGBT literature available and the importance of its inclusion in the classroom in
order to increase the pedagogy which includes LGBT issues. Traditionally LGBT issues have
either been absent from the classroom or have negative connotations. Literature is a vital way to
increase self-affirmation in LGBT students and positive inclusion by non-LGBT students.
According to the Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network (GLSEN), when classroom
discussions include LGBT characters and themes, more positive connotations are associated with
LGBT individuals (GLSEN, 2009). This literature will provide self-affirming mirrors to LGBT
children just as multicultural literature provides a reflection to children of different cultures.
Inclusive books also grow empathy for others. (Smolkin & Young, 2011). In America there are
groups who wish to deny LGBT children the right to see them reflected in the literature they read
because they maintain a bias against LGBT persons. These groups wish to censor high quality
books that contain LGBT issues (Young, 2010). In response educators are responding by
qualifying their inclusion of LGBT to the same rights that other groups have to the right to
religious freedom. They are legitimizing LGBT discrimination as a social justice issue
(DePalma & Jennett, 2010). Therefore it is important to not only include LGBT literature to
enhance the school experience of the LGBT child, but to also expand the compassion of nonLGBT students. These students will develop empathy for that which they do not know when
they are exposed to quality LGBT literature that allows them to see commonalities (Cart &
Jenkins). According to the website Teaching Tolerance, schools that are LGBT inclusive
improve the education of all students whether or not they identify as LGBT (Teaching Tolerance,
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2016). Schools that have literature with LGBT characters and themes helps LGBT students as
well as aids acceptance in their peers and lessens bullying (Wood, 2010). Martin (2011),
“Students need to see GLBT figures integrated into the curriculum to more fully develop a
tolerant world view.”
If discriminatory practices are going to change, it must start from within and teachers are
the catalyst for the change. They will need to be the ones who include texts and LGBT themes
into their classrooms (Steffel & Renzi-Keener, 2009). If teachers stay silent on controversial
subjects such as LGBT issues, it does not create a safe school, it just silences students for whom
school is a place of intolerance (Sieben & Wallowitz, 2009). “The insidious hidden curriculum
or the unintended consequences of what we choose to say or not say-teach or not teach-can have
as much or more impact on students than the explicit curriculum” (Apple, 1971).
Unfortunately most teachers get little or no training in how to create a safe environment
for LGBT students or how to include high-quality LGBT literature (Smolkin & Young, 2011).
Preservice teachers were reluctant to bring LGBT literature into the classroom, but there needs to
be more professional development and opportunities for them to use LGBT texts in their
classrooms (Steffel & Renzi-Keener, 2009). It is imperative that educators have the resources
available to easily find LGBT literature that fits their student needs.

Preview of Literature

Even though the integration of LGBT literature into the classroom is new to educators.
The importance of including it is well supported by research. The literature review begins with
the importance of inclusion for LGBT students. In order to feel included these students need to
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feel they are reflected in the literature. The research shows that LGBT students have
traditionally not been included in the curriculum, specifically in stories, and therefore are denied
access to self-affirming fiction of themselves and their familial structures. Studies reveal that
when LGBT students feel excluded they feel school to be a hostile environment where they feel
shame about themselves and their families. The literature reveals the harassment and violence
LGBT students commonly face when at school leaving them vulnerable to suicide and bullying,
both verbal and physical. The literature further uncovers the censorship LGBT literature has
endured and the need for evaluating LGBT literature for quality.
The reviewed literature continues by acknowledging the importance of LGBT literature
for non-LGBT youth. It emphasizes how intolerance harms all students regardless of gender
identification. Studies show how integration of LGBT literature can promote empathy for LGBT
students. Therefore students are more mindful of different perspectives and this can lead to less
harassment and safer schools for all students. The research discusses the importance of giving
all students “windows” into other perspectives and how this reduces heteronormativity.
Finally the literature describes the importance of teachers including LGBT literature in
the classroom. It suggests that teachers are the role models for tolerance and inclusion and their
willingness to include LGBT literature is crucial to creating inclusive classrooms. The literature
further explores why teachers hesitate to adapt their curriculum.
The majority of the literature demonstrates the need for LGBT literature in the
curriculum for the benefit of all students, but especially for the emotional and physical safety of
LGBT students.
.
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Preview Methodology
In order for teachers to be inclusive and incorporate LGBT literature into their
classrooms it is imperative they have a resource to help them access quality LGBT literature. The
research suggests that teachers are lacking training in the availability and importance of using
LGBT literature. There is a plethora of LGBT literature becoming available, but teachers need a
means to accessing it and guidelines for evaluating quality LGBT literature.
In addition, there are multiple LGBT issues and age ranges to consider. What the
kindergartener needs is quite different than the high school student. During the research,
information that aids the teacher in deciding which LGBT issues are appropriate for different
grade levels was discovered. The vast quantity of new LGBT literature that is available led to
the formation of a guide to a list of websites for teachers to explore in order to select literature.
Also, a selection of LGBT literature was read and reviewed. Guidelines and criteria for
evaluating quality literature are also provided.
Significance of Project
The compilation of available LGBT websites, the guidelines for selecting LGBT
literature and the comprehensive review of LGBT literature will serve to provide educators with
a doorway into the sometimes hidden stories. Many teachers, if not most, are unaware of what is
available and the variety of LGBT issues that are covered in LGBT literature from family
structure to transgender youth. As new laws take effect, it is essential that educators, who are
perpetually rushed, have easy access to the available LGBT literature in order to quickly and
effectively be able to include it into their curriculum.
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The resources for websites is comprehensive and includes resources to help educators,
not only include LGBT literature, but understand how to effectively teach inclusive curriculum.
It also reveals the lack of LGBT literature for elementary students in third to fourth grade. This
resource is designed to not only help teachers select books, but to see what is out there in terms
of LGBT literature.
The literature review supports educators by giving a synopsis of some of the LGBT
literature available. These reviews will aid the educator in selecting a book which is appropriate
for their needs. Both the website resource and literature were made available to an educational
coordinator at Trevor (an LGBT outreach program) and have been incorporated into their
educational website curriculum.
Limitations of Project
The resources described for this project, though comprehensive, are not limited to what is
listed. LGBT literature is becoming more popular, as with all literature, is being added to all the
time. Also, it is certainly true of websites, though the opposite can happen where websites will
sometimes be taken down and disappear. The resources are meant to be a jumping off point for
educators in their exploration of the wonderful world of LGBT literature.

Summary of Chapter
At this time in education it is important for teachers to remember that they are the role
models for students. It is in their willingness to be open to different perspectives and lifestyles
that will influence the culture of their classroom, school and beyond. When educators value the
importance of the emotional and physical safety of all their students regardless of sexual identity
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they become the frontline in establishing a haven for LGBT students and they cultivate empathy
in non-LGBT students as well. Their insistence on including LGBT literature in their curriculum
establishes a tolerance for all. They demonstrate their ability to allow LGBT students to have
access to a self-affirming “mirror” and give other students a “window” into the perspective of the
LGBT community. Therefore it is crucial that they have resources readily available to support
them in sorting through and selecting appropriate and quality LGBT literature.

Definitions
Throughout this research “educator” and “teacher” are used synonymously. “Teacher” is
meant to include all those who have a hand in educating children. “Literature” is primarily used
to mean fiction. Several times nonfiction sources are cited and/or listed. “Student” is meant to
include students from the age of kindergarten to high school.
Other terms that are used throughout the paper and book reviews. Definitions from the
Safe Schools Coalition (2015)
1.) Ally: a member of a historically more powerful identity group who stands up
against bigotry.
2.) Bisexual: romantically and sexually attracted to people of both genders.
3.) Coming out: The process of first recognizing and acknowledging nonheterosexual orientation or trans-gender identity to oneself and then sharing it
with others.
4.) Cross-dressing: Wearing clothing most often associated (in one’s culture and
historical timeframe) with people of a different gender.
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5.) Gay: Preferred synonym for homosexual.
6.) Gender identity: One’s understanding or feeling about whether one is emotionally
or spiritually male or female or both or neither.
7.) Heterosexual: Clinical synonym for straight.
8.) Intersexual: An adjective to describe a person (referred to archaically as a
hermaphrodite) who was born with an anomaly of the reproductive system.
9.) Lesbian: Preferred term for gay women.
10.)

Queer: Pejorative term for gay. Now being reclaimed by the gay

community.
11.)

Sexual orientation: One’s core sense of the gender(s) of people toward

whom one feels romantically and sexually attracted.
12.)

Straight: Heterosexual: non-gay.

13.)

Transgender: An umbrella term increasingly preferred by people whose

appearance, personal characteristics or behaviors are gender role nonconforming.
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Chapter II

Review of Literature

The use of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) literature is still debated,
yet may quickly become reality in the classroom. With laws such as “The Safe Schools
Improvement Act” that require schools to prevent bullying due to sexual orientation and the
“FAIR Education Act” that requires public schools to add gay history to their curriculum, the
mandate to use LGBT literature may not be far behind. Therefore it is necessary to understand
the value of LGBT literature for LGBT students as well as heterosexual youth.
There are a variety of barriers that could keep teachers from using LGBT literature in the
classroom. This literature review will examine the positive aspects of LGBT students having
access to LGBT literature to mirror their own lives and how it also gives heterosexual students a
window into LGBT lives. This review will serve to illustrate the various attitudes teachers have
about presenting LGBT literature in the classroom and why LGBT literature is so infrequently
used in the curriculum. Also, the effectiveness of integrating the study of LGBT literature into
teacher training, and the plethora of LGBT literature available will be reviewed.
LGBT Literature as a Mirror for LGBT Students
The LGBT student has long been denied a place at the educational table when seeking to
find themselves reflected in the curriculum. Alex Sanchez, author of many award winning
LGBT young adult novels, noted that:
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“Gay boys and girls, like any others, need positive images and affirming stories to help
guide them through the often painful and confusing terrain of childhood and adolescence, to
glimpse a world in which they're not bad or shameful but in which they're part of the good world.
Books can provide a moral compass, a system of values, a way to understand feelings” (2004,
p.57). LGBT students deserve to have quality literature available. “According to a 2004 poll,
Commissioned by the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network (GLSEN) approximately
5% of all American high school students identify themselves as lesbian or gay. It's important to
realize that those are the students who self-identify, and this does not include students who are
still questioning or who simply do not want to identify themselves” (Letcher, 2009, p.126). Not
only are LGBT students already in the classrooms and schools, but many are being victimized
there because of their sexual orientation.
In their examination of schools as a safe environment for all students, Ressler and Chase
(2009) found that harassment, bullying, and violence due to homophobia was commonplace in
most schools. They used the following statistics from a 2008 study by the GLSEN, National
Alliance of Mental Illness, and Mental Health America:
•

73% of LGBT students heard derogatory remarks often at school

•

86% of LGBT students reported being verbally harassed, 44.1% reported being
physically harassed, and 22.1% reported being physically assaulted at school in
the past year because of their sexual orientation (p. 18).

Statistics like this have led to various laws in an attempt to protect LGBT youth and
provide them with a safe school environment. Many of these laws such as The Safe Schools
Improvement Act of 2011 are in the process of being passed. Only time will tell their
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effectiveness since a 2005 study conducted by GLSEN and the National Association of
Secondary School Principals (NASSP) found “although most schools have anti bullying policies
in place, less than half of these policies include sexual orientation or gender identity or
expression, and many school principals do not acknowledge or are unaware of the extensiveness
of LGBT student harassment” (Ressler & Chase, 2009, p.19). The March 2011 issue of
California Educator states that keeping schools safe is not only good policy or an ethical duty,
but it is required by law (Winslow, 2011). Though these laws have sometimes been ignored, it
can lead to serious financial consequences. Winslow (2011, p. 16), identifies Educational Code
sections 200 and 220 as prohibiting discrimination because of sexual orientation or gender
Identity, and, also, Educational Code section 233 which asks for inclusion of curriculum which
Foster diversity.
Still, according to the United States Department of Health and Human Services (2007) “It
has been widely reported that gay and lesbian youth are two to three times more likely to commit
suicide than other youth and that thirty percent of all attempted or completed youth suicides are
related to issues of sexual identity” (Cianciotti & Cahill, 2003, p. 30). This has been well
publicized in the media with the recent rash of suicides which led to the formation of the “It Gets
Better” video series that includes many gay and straight voices, including President Barack
Obama, encouraging young adults to “hang in there” through high school. Unfortunately, LGBT
youth are not only verbally attacked but they are also physically assaulted.” Such harassment
often begins in elementary school, and predictably leads to violence as students get older”
(Cianciotti & Cahill 2003, p.32). Hanlon (2009) cited many incidents of violence leading to
death such as the case of 15-year-old Lawrence King who was shot in 2008, Sakia Gunn who
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was stabbed to death in 2003, and the most publicized case of Matthew Shepard who was beaten
and tied to a fence to die of exposure in 1998.
Identifying the school climate that LGBT youth experience identifies the importance of
including LGBT literature. These students have the right to see themselves reflected in the
school curriculum. Additionally, when all students read LGBT literature, they could have a
better understanding of the LGBT experience and develop compassion. When writing his nonfiction book The Heart has its Reasons Michael Cart evaluates young adult LGBT literature from
its birth in 1969 with I'll Get There. It Better Be Worth the Trip by John Donovan to 2006. He
quotes “These are kids who are lonely, who haven't got their coping skills developed. And they
need support.” and “What better way to give that assurance than to share with them good books
that offer positive portrayals of homosexual characters and deal compassionately and honestly
with homosexual themes and issues?”(Cart, 2006, p.xviii). His book is an excellent resource for
examining LGBT literature, and he is adamant about the efficacy of using LGBT literature to
help LGBT youth:
Nonfiction gives us information for our minds. But we need good (GLBTQ) fiction, too,
because novels give us information for our hearts. It is not enough to comprehend the
homosexual experience on a cognitive level; we must develop an empathetic
understanding as well. Don't forget: the heart has its reasons that the mind cannot know.
And if we are to insure that love—not ignorance and its evil twin hatred—wins, then it is
imperative that good books on the homosexual experience be read not only by gay and
lesbian teens but also by their heterosexual peers. Ignorance demonizes those who are
different. Good books bestow knowledge by showing us the commonalities of our hearts.
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(Cart, 2006, pp. 166-167)
Selecting LGBT literature
When looking for LGBT literature, Cart (2006) emphasizes evaluating for quality. He
titles his first chapter 'Give Us Faces', but also warns it is imperative to review LGBT young
adult literature within its historical context. If teachers bring LGBT literature into the classroom
they need to be aware of the faces being presented. Cart (2006) listed the ten stereotypes
portrayed in the 1980's, from a list by Goodman (1983). These included the inherent physical
danger of being gay, the loneliness, and the attitude that homosexuality is just a phase. His study
showed that many of the books of the 80's and 90's ended in suicide and showed the gay
character running away or living a lonely and dismal life. Cart shows the rise in publication in
LGBT young adult text has grown “from one per year in the 1970s to four in the 1980s to seven
in the 1990s to the current rate of thirteen per year” (p. 128).
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In the chart Malinda Lo, LGBT author, looked at LGBT books published from 2003-2013. She
only counted books that had a LGBT main character or with a major LGBT issues related plot.
All of her books were published by major US commercial book publishers. Other sites list more,
for example, GoodReads lists 135 LGBT young adult books in 2016, but they do not need to be
LGBT main characters, they could be LGBT parents or friends. Also their list did not specify by
major publishers.
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Lo also included the pie chart designating the different types of main characters in these
books (Lo, 2013).

LGBT books are growing in quality as well and are receiving awards. The American
Library Association now includes an award specifically for LGBT texts. And though Cart
believes LGBT literature has improved, he still sees need for improvement:
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“We clearly need more GLBTQ books featuring characters of color, more lesbian and
bisexual characters, more transgendered youth, and more characters with same-sex
parents. The literature, in short, needs to be more all-inclusive to offer a better
reflection of the complexities of the real world and to insure that all young readers might
see their faces reflected in it.” (Cart, 2006, p.165)

Though there is a need for improvement, it must be remembered that books with LGBT
content also face heavy censorship. Though censors claim that it is language or sex that cause
LGBT books to be banned even young children's LGBT books have been banned “The children's
book And Tango Makes Three has made the top three on ALA's list of most challenged or
banned books for the last four years” (Wood, 2010, p.8). It is a picture book about penguins.
Even so, the publication of LGBT literature has risen significantly, but when they are challenged
or banned and removed from schools and libraries it denies LGBT youth the opportunity to learn
about themselves. It also is unfortunate for the heterosexual community “It also hinders
classrooms that hope to foster respect and acceptance of all people, regardless of sexual
orientation or gender identity/expression” (Letcher, 2009, p.123).
Literature as Windows into LGBT Lives
The need for acceptance of LGBT youth by their peers is most powerfully shown by the
hate crimes committed against LGBT students. One example is that of Lawrence King an eighthgrade student in California who was fatally shot in 2008 after he told another student he was
attracted to him. Could reading LGBT stories have stopped the senseless killing? It is impossible
to say but “reading such books can show all teens that LGBTQ teens are just like every other
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teen: preoccupied with dreams, questions, and anxieties. Keeping these books in our rooms and
minds can be a strong first step toward acceptance and kindness in our schools” (Letcher, 2009,
p.126). They can contribute to creating a safe school environment. Ellis (2009) relates a story
about one of his students who was brutally murdered. This student did not identify as gay, but he
did love dancing and singing. He was kicked to death. This story emphasizes the point that
students need not be gay to be subject to homophobia. Due to his student's death Ellis writes “I
came to feel the vital importance of education about sexuality and sexual identity for all
students” (Ellis, 2009, p. 53). In their research Ressler and Chase (2009) found that homophobia
affects everyone “many teachers do not realize that four to five times as many heterosexual
students experience antigay bullying than LGBT students” (p.18).
The literature shows the importance of educational strategies for the bullies as well as
the bullied. “We need to develop programs that support the victims of bullying, educate the
perpetrators, and create environments in which all types of bullying are understood to be
unacceptable to everyone in school communities” (Ressler & Chase, 2009, p.19). Also, Wood
(2010) “collecting and promoting materials with LGBTQ characters or those that promote an
open-minded view of sexuality helps assimilate LGBTQ adolescents and aids straight teens in
accepting gay peers”(p.8).
When students are never presented with literature or a curriculum with LGBT themes it is
easy for students to assume heteronormativity. During their research on how students view
homosexuality, Steben and Wallowitz (2009) handed out a questionnaire called the
“Heterosexuality Questionnaire” (Rochlin). The questionnaire is designed to help students
understand heteronormativity and how it might feel for a gay person to live in a world controlled
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by standards set up to facilitate heteronormativity. In other words, how they might feel as
heterosexuals if the world was flipped and homosexuality were the norm instead. The
questionnaire asked questions like (1) What do you think caused your heterosexuality? (2) When
did you first decide you were heterosexual? (3) Is it possible heterosexuality is a phase you will
grow out of? The questionnaire had a list of ten such questions. After answering the questions
one student said “Oh, I get it! These are the types of questions that homosexual people get asked
all the time and this questionnaire is to show straight people how ridiculous and inappropriate
their questions are” (Steben & Wallowitz, 2009, p.48). If students are never given the
opportunities to see through the LGBTQ window they will not come understand the perspective
of LGBT people. As discussed, this can lead to harassment and unsafe schools for all
students. Though stronger laws and policies are helpful, many people believe that an inclusive
curricula which engages students in meaningful discussions will be more effective “harsh
reprimands and punishments are quick and easy, but do not confront the stereotypes and
assumptions that are the basis of the harassment; this is why they are largely ineffective”
(Hanlon, 2009 p.34). When teachers make available LGBT literature and are willing to discuss
them, it makes a strong impact on all of their students, “students look to their teachers as models
for how to be in the world. The first step is to show them that we accept and embrace all genders
and sexualities” (Sideband & Wallowitz, 2009, p.49). Because of their implementation of an
inclusive curriculum at least three students from each of Seiban's classes chose to write about a
topic from the queer theory unit (p. 49). Other educators have used LGBT books to help student
acceptance and tolerance “literature and literacy activities can build character and create
classrooms that are supportive of all students” (Ressler & Chase, 2009, p.19).
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The use of LGBT literature is still not widespread, but teachers are starting to explore
ways of incorporating these books into their curriculum. Teachers are encouraged to “think of
LGBT texts as normative, incorporating them throughout the year to act as both windows into
and mirrors of people's lives” (p.21). Ressler and Chase (2009) state, “We can provide
opportunities for straight students to learn to understand, appreciate, and support LGBT people,
and to explore how they might also break out of the restrictions of heterosexist gender codes and
behaviors” (p. 21). There are many opportunities in the language arts classroom to “provide
opportunities for all students to explore their gender identities through reading, writing, drama,
and other creative venues, we open up a world of possibilities for LGBT people and their
families, and for everyone” (p.21) In her action research project, Meixner (2006) concluded that
the lack of stories told from the LGBT viewpoint “perpetuate as well as perpetrate violence
against LGBTQ youth” (p. 17).
Teachers and the Integration of LGBT Young Adult Literature

In her book, Birden (2005) listed the requirements called for in the NEAs Resolution B-9
(2000) Racism, Sexism, and Sexual Orientation Discrimination (p. 10). This resolution called for
plans, activities, and programs that actively sought to eliminate discrimination. In their research
Clark and Blackburn (2009) show that for some time now there has been a call for curriculum
and texts to be LGBT inclusive “scholars have argued for queer inclusive K-12 English language
arts (Allan; Blackburn and Buckley; King and Schneider) and for expanding texts in schools to
include LGBT-themed young adult literature (Cart and Jenkins; Gallo) and lesbian and gay
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readings (Reese)” (p.25). Clark and Blackburn (2009) cite the recent NCTE “Resolution on
Strengthening Teacher Knowledge of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Issues”
as the basis for their work with teachers. It strengthened their resolve to help teachers
understand the importance of including texts with LGBT themes “English language arts
classrooms can be significant sites for combating homophobia and heterosexism in schools, and
that reading LGBT themed literature is one of the best ways to do this work” (p.25). They have
researched the scholarship that documents teachers that have used LGBT literature in the
classroom and say it is very limited.
If it is important to use LGBT literature in the classroom, why is it not done more
frequently? There are many reasons teachers are hesitant to use LGBT literature in the classroom
ranging from not being aware of the LGBT student population, or available texts, to fear and
homophobia. Smolkin and Young (2011) point out “first many teachers are unaware that there
are elementary children who view themselves as LGBT” (p. 217). Teachers are also unaware of
the numbers of LGBT parents “the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
(AACAP 2006) indicated that children with LGBT parents number in the millions” (Smolkin &
Young, 2011, p.218). Their research also indicates that many teachers don't wish to bring up
sexuality in the classroom because they are uncomfortable with the subject and the extent of their
knowledge on how to teach it, but also many believe it should be kept hidden from children.
Staying silent on LGBTQ themes does not make them disappear:
“The insidious hidden curriculum or the unintended consequences of what we choose to
say or not say---teach or not teach—can have as much or more impact on students than the
explicit curriculum. A component of this hidden curriculum is the failure of teachers to address
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queer issues in courses and in the school environment” (Seiben & Wallowitz, 2009, p. 44). When
teachers do not include LGBT literature, it silences the voices of students and perpetuates the
idea of heteronormativity “which implies that heterosexuality is normal and everything else is
different or abnormal. Teachers project heterosexist attitudes without being aware of the
underlying message they are giving their students” (Hanlon, 2009, p.36). This hidden agenda has
serious repercussions for students both LGBT and heterosexual alike. Hanlon (2009) found in
her research that for many teachers fear inhibits them. “These fears include fears about job
security, parent opposition, and fears about students' changed perceptions of them. All of these
fears, in combination with a lack of training in how to address homophobia, often result in selfcensorship” (p. 44). There is some basis for this fear depending upon the school board policies,
Hanlon (2009) cited school board policies that attempted to censor gay curriculum with “No
Promo Homo” policies where teachers are not allowed to teach anything that could be positive
about LGBT themes. Though these policies were challenged in court under the First
Amendment free speech clause, teachers still remain fearful. Hanlon (2009) suggests that
educators look to the civil rights movement when teachers had the responsibility to stand against
racism and make schools safe for children of all colors. LGBT inclusiveness is as important “It
is our moral and professional obligation to keep students safe from harassment and prejudice
based on sexual orientation and gender expression” (p. 44). Unfortunately there are still some
states that do not allow teachers to discuss LGBT issues. One example of such laws are "no
promo homo" laws, local or state education laws that expressly forbid teachers from discussing
gay and transgender issues (including sexual health and HIV/AIDS awareness) in a positive
light-if at all. Some laws even require that teachers actively portray LGBT people in a negative
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or inaccurate way. These statutes only serve to further stigmatize LGBT students by providing
K-12 students false, misleading, or incomplete information about LGBT people. There are
currently 8 states that have these types of laws: Alabama, Arizona, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas and Utah (GLSEN, 2016).
GLSEN has maps showing the states that protect LGBT rights and those that prohibit.
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These maps are from 2016, but have not taken into the March 2016 law in North Carolina
which has taken away many LGBT protections. GLSEN provides legal counsel on their website.
One of the first steps in addressing teacher’s fears of including LGBT literature is in
teacher education programs. In their study of children's literature textbooks used in college
courses, Smolkin and Young (2011) were surprised to learn how few LGBT texts were included.
Their research looked at six top-selling recent addition children's literature textbooks. They
suggest that knowingly omitting LGBT themes “is today an unacceptable educator action”.
After reviewing the textbooks they concluded that “anyone who writes a children's literature
textbook, anyone who prepares future teachers, anyone who teaches elementary school must be
aware that schooling is about all of America's children”. Though they did find some LGBT
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material in these textbooks much of it was hidden, two textbooks did not mention it in their index
or table of contents, or they mentioned LGBT books in their book lists while failing to mention
that the books contained LGBTQ themes. Smolkin and Young (2011) called these stealth
inclusions and reflected that as society is becoming more accepting of LGBT individuals, it is
time for literature textbooks to become more open and inclusive in presenting LGBT materials
“such information will be important as teachers hunt for books that provide mirrors and windows
for all children”.
Once teachers have access to LGBT young adult literature, it is important to include
education on how to implement it into the classroom. “If future teachers are going to include
texts with explicit LGBT themes and characters, teacher education programs need to teach these
texts as well” (Steffil & Renzi, 2009, p. 30). There are teacher education programs that are
teaching with LGBT young adult texts. Meixner (2006), for one, did her research project with
undergraduate students. She introduced them to LGBT young adult texts and had them do
research on the availability of LGBT young adult literature in school libraries. Meixner was
hoping to share three things with her students: The power of stories to elicit empathy, the skill to
share, recommend, and read LGBT young adult texts in their classrooms, and the ability to see
heterosexism and homophobia in the world at large and also in their own personal experiences.
When the student researchers went to school libraries the librarians told them that they rarely
received requests for LGBTQ resources, and they found that most LGBT materials were nonfiction. Student teaching programs that offer education in LGBT literature are helping students
overcome the tendency to only be knowledgeable in heteronormative texts. These courses are
necessary according to Steffel and Renzi (2009). “As with multicultural themes and issues,
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preservice teachers need the opportunity to challenge their own beliefs concerning gender and
sexuality and to work toward accepting students and ideas different than their own” (p. 30).
Steffel and Renzi (2009) also reported statistics from the GLSEN (www.glsen.org An
organization which aids LGBT people) survey in 2005 that stated that teacher homophobia
contributed to the climate of fear in schools:
•

53% of students report hearing homophobic comments made by school staff

•

80% of prospective teachers report negative attitudes toward gay and lesbian
people

•

77% of prospective teachers would not encourage a class discussion of
homosexuality

•

85% oppose integrating gay/lesbian themes into their existing curricula

•

Teachers fail to intervene in 97% of incidents involving anti-gay slurs at school

These statistics clarify the need for anti-homophobia education for teachers. Hopefully,
with the addition of LGBTQ young adult literature included in teacher education courses,
teachers would be more likely to integrate gay/lesbian themes into their curricula and
discussions. If so teachers can be the leaders in “educational efforts to prevent homophobic
speech and bullying. We also can create positive life-affirming spaces where LGBT students can
express with dignity and freely examine their identities, and that allows all students a fuller range
of self-expression”(Ressler & Chase, 2009, p. 21). With the anti-discrimination laws, educational
codes, and the expansion of LGBT themes in textbooks and education courses, it is possible that
more and more teachers might say “ I wouldn't hesitate to put good YA texts on LGBT issues
into the hands of the right kids, and I would certainly teach some of them as class novels”
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(Hartman, 2009, p.13). And when teachers are looking for a book to include in their class they
will ask “What's the best, most powerful LGBT young adult novel you've read recently?” not “Is
there a book you think I could get away with without ruffling too many feathers?”
(Banks, 2009, p.33) Research on including LGBT literature shows a need for change for the
sake of LGBTQ youth, heterosexual youth, and teachers “If our curriculum doesn't help these
students understand themselves and help others in our classes learn tolerance and acceptance, we
need to rethink our curriculum” (Hartman, 2009, p.12).
Summary
This literature review outlined the research and statistics which show the importance of
curricular change for the emotional and physical safety of LGBT youth. The literature suggests
that LGBT youth need the opportunity to see them reflected in literature, so that they feel
included in the learning community. When heteronormativity is taught within the school system
not only do LGBT youth, but also their peers and teachers lose an important opportunity to learn
to live in a more diverse culture.
When examining the importance of including mirrors for LGBT youth with the inclusion
of LGBT texts it is found that the perceptions of teachers keep these texts from being integrated
into the curriculum. Researchers found that many teachers did not integrate these text into their
teaching units because of their fear of parent reaction, and the fear of losing their jobs. The
literature suggests that because the bestselling children's literature textbooks for educators are
not as inclusive of LGBT literature as they should be, teachers are lacking training in the
availability and importance of using these texts in their curriculum. Statistics show that many
teachers are not responding to homophobic behavior in their students, but they are instigators
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themselves. Also, though research shows that there are many quality LGBT Young Adult texts
being published they are not frequently stocked in school libraries or used in the classrooms.
Conclusion
“For those who cannot imagine how novice middle and secondary teachers can do
anti homophobic work without risk, we empathize but cannot fully console. This
work is risky, and as long as heterosexism and homophobia are institutionally
supported forms of oppression, it will continue to be so. But this risky work has
the potential to dismantle such oppression and this makes it worth doing” (Clark
& Blackburn, 2009, p. 31).
As the California Teachers Association has said it is not only the teacher's duty and
ethically correct; it is required by state and federal law to stand up to bullying and harassment.
New laws are being passed to include LGBT people into the curriculum. If the educational
institution is no longer going to support heterosexism and homophobia, it is imperative that
teachers have the opportunity to be educated in the availability of quality LGBT literature and,
also, in how to present LGBT texts in a manner that is not heteronormative or homophobic. The
first step in developing curriculum that is inclusive of LGBT students is teacher education
programs with textbooks which include LGBT texts as prominently as other texts. Furthermore,
teachers need to feel supported in their use of LGBT texts not apprehensive of losing their jobs.
Teachers need to understand that their silence about LGBT themes is teaching a hidden
curriculum which teaches all students that LGBT students are invisible and not worth speaking
about. Understanding that all children deserve to see themselves mirrored in the literature they
read can help guide teachers into doing the risky work of constructing an integrated curriculum
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that serves all students.

Chapter 3: Methodology
Introduction
Educators are very busy and any time they are asked to include more into their
curriculum it is important they have a method to find the materials needed as quickly as possible.
This Resource Guide is a way to make the LGBT websites which review LGBT literature for
children available. So it can be easily copied and given to Gay Student Alliance (GSA) clubs,
Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD), Parents, Families, Friends, and Allies
(PFLAG) groups, interested students and families. The Young Adult Literature Review is written
for the same purpose, but with the intended audience of those interested in selecting young adult
literature.
Design
The first section will define qualifications for quality LGBT literature and categorize the
age appropriate themes in LGBT literature, as well as a sampling of the most highly
recommended literature for each of these themes. The Website Resource is in chart form and is
separated into book types and ages of intended readers. It begins with websites for picture books
and ends with Young Adult fiction sites. The LGBT Book Review is a list of young adult fiction
and is organized into categories. The categories: “Gay, but not the Protagonist”, “Gay
Protagonists”, “Lesbian Protagonists”, “Transgender”.
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Population
The intended population is primarily for teachers who are searching for books to add to
their curriculum and/or library. The books are listed by grade level to assist teachers in finding
quality literature that is appropriate for their students. That is not to say it won’t be useful to
librarians searching for quality literature to add to their collection whether public or school
libraries. Also, it can be extremely helpful for parents LGBT or not in educating their children in
diversity, compassion, and anti-bullying.
Instruments
The instruments being used are the previously cited book by Michael Cart and other
LGBT young adult novels. Most of the novels that I read were published in 2006 up to 2015. The
books were researched using criteria from A Celebration of Literature and Response: Children,
Books, and Teachers in K-8 Classrooms (Hancock, 2008, pp. 56-58). Also, I have used the
websites of authors who have written LGBT literature to ascertain what they see as quality in a
LGBT literature.
Procedures

The first step in selecting young adult fiction for the Young Adult LGBT Fiction Review
was reading Michael Cart's anthology of LGBT literature in order to understand the history of
LGBT literature. This research helped me ascertain the need for more literature containing
lesbian characters and more LGBT characters in fantasy and science fiction. I then immersed
myself in the recent LGBT literature being sure to read any LGBT literature that was awarded
the Stonewall Award and/or Lambda Award for excellence in LGBT young adult literature. I
also read LGBT young adult literature that won the American Library Association awards and
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Kids Pick awards. I wanted to know what LGBT young adult literature was being praised and
singled out for excellence.
Numerous websites and reading reviews as well as looking at awards for quality LGBT
literature. I also visited several libraries and bookstores to read and assess books. The Temecula
library was especially helpful in locating LGBT children’s books and processed the newly
acquired book George for me ASAP. She has requested my website review and top 10 lists to
help build the Temecula collection of LGBT children.

Conclusion

This methodology chapter explained the process of finding and sorting LGBT literature.
The criteria for finding and determining to appropriate categories for LGBT literature according
to age and grade levels was discussed. The availability of literature about LGBT children’s
books, websites, and awards given to quality LGBT children’s literature were made available.
My hope is that teachers will use the listed criteria, literature, and websites to read the quality
literature available and use the criteria to choose books they discover through the resources to
bring these books into the classroom to share with their students. The goal of this project was to
make teachers aware of the different criteria for each grade level and to uncover the best LGBT
children’s literature. With these books in the hands of educators, I hope that students with LGBT
parents or who are LGBT themselves will have the opportunity to see their families and identity
expression reflected in the literature they are experiencing. Also, those students who are not
LGBT will have the opportunity to grow in compassion and knowledge of the LGBT experience.
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CHAPTER 4: PROJECT

Quality LGBT Literature for the Elementary: evaluating
and selecting age appropriate LGBT literature
Robin Orner
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Introduction
According to Bishop and Yopp in “Selecting Children’s Literature” (2010) one of the
best ways to select quality children’s literature is to look for award-winning authors. They point
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to the Caldecott Medal and the Newbery Medal which are presented by the American Library
Association. Also mentioned are awards targeted for particular themes: Coretta Scott King
Award for African American contributions, the Pura Belpre Award for Latino contributions, the
Catholic Book Award for Christian values, and the Orbis Pictus Award for nonfiction. Other
suggestions are exploring magazines and other resources that review children’s literature online.
Another way is to ask the following questions when selecting books: Does the author
avoid stereotyping based on gender, race, culture, and profession? Do the illustrations
complement the text? Does the story have a universal or personal appeal? (Bishop & Yopp
2010). In Children’s Literature, Briefly the criteria for a good book is,
“One created by a knowledgeable and skilled author in which the elements of literature measure
up under critical analysis. Quality is recognized by evaluating different elements of the book,
including style and language, character, plot, illustrations, pacing, setting, tension, design and
layout, mood, accuracy, tone point of view, and theme.” And “When a book reveals its story in
powerful language, contains memorable characters, and follows a compelling plot, the fiction
generally can be said to have quality.” (Tunnel & Jacobs, 2007). In sum, the criteria for
selecting quality LGBT literature are:
1. Age appropriate themes and topics
2. Avoidance of stereotypes
3. Well- developed plot and characters
4. Effective use of language, quality writing
5. Award winning authors
6. Sensitive and respectful treatment of gender identity, coming out, homosexual challenges
and the like.
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7. Fortunately the American Library Association works in collaboration with several LGBT
associations to promote and award quality LGBT children’s literature. In the past there
was not much of a selection of LGBT children’s books, the annual listing of quality
LGBT books on the website Rainbow Books, a website sponsored by the committee of
the Rainbow Project, a joint task force of the Social Responsibilities Round Table and the
Gay, Lesbian, Transgender and Queer Round Table of the American Library Association,
began listing LGBT children’s books in 2008. The list was for books from the United
States for the years 2005-2007. They listed a total of six for beginning readers (grades
Pre-K-3) and seven for middle school readers. Of these, they did not star any as
exceptional. It is interesting to note that the beginning reader list only contained one
book, And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell that has been
recommended on many websites. The following year there were only two for each
category, though all four come highly recommended elsewhere. No other year has as
many as 2008 and on both the 2014 and 2015 list beginning readers are not
recommended. In 2016 there are four listed and three are recognized and celebrated on
other sites. In 2016 they made note of the increase in quality YA books, as well as books
for bisexual and intersex representation. They also lamented the continuing lack due to
the decrease in books for young readers and the small number of LGBTQ characters of
color or who have disabilities. The Stonewall Book Awards that are awarded by the Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender (GLBT) Round Table of the American Library
Association is similar. Their listings of children’s literature and Young Adult is lumped
together, yet, again, there is a scarcity of picture books and books for middle grade
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readers. In addition there are the Lamda awards which have a small section for LGBT
children’s and YA books. These awards are a good indicator of quality LGBT literature
and a good start in selecting books for young readers. Also, the Website Review in this
chapter will be helpful. The next step is selecting literature is determining if a book is
age appropriate. Many parents become concerned that teaching with LGBT literature is
teaching sex education and not age appropriate. Both GLSEN and the Safe School
Coalition (2016) define what is age appropriate for the elementary school. The themes
that both groups advocate are anti-bullying, family diversity, and the avoidance of gender
stereotypes. In their study of age appropriate themes for children, Sanders and Mattis
found that demonstrating normalcy, family inclusion, acceptance, and the avoidance of
stereotypes to be the most prominent issues in LGBT children’s literature (2012).
Age Appropriate themes LGBT Literature
Age/Grade

Themes/topics

Ages 3-8 (Pre-k- 3rd grade)

Families diversity, avoidance of gender
Stereotypes, exploring gender identity

Ages 9-11 (4th-5th grade)

Continuation of the previous, but now there are
Stories of coming out by the main character.
These stories are about accepting gender
identity.

Ages 11-14 (6th -8th grade)

All of the above including romance, non-sexual.
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Chapter 1
Top Recommended Books under Family Diversity and Inclusion

1.) The Family Book. Todd Parr. (Pre-K-K) Celebrates all kinds of families including twomom and two-dad families. Bold, bright pictures that are engaging with text that
discourages a heteronormative view.
2.) Families. Sheila Kelly and Shelly Rotner. (Pre-K-2nd) Easy text and photographs
showing the beauty of family diversity.
3.) Uncle Bobby’s Wedding. Sara Brannen. (Pre-K-2nd) The protagonist worries more about
losing her uncle’s attention when he gets married. For her the issue is not that her uncle
is marrying a man.
4.) Donovan’s Big Day. Leslea Newman. (Pre-K-3rd) Donovan gets to be the ring bearer at
his two moms wedding. A sweet celebration of equal marriage rights for same-sex
couples. A happy occasion told from Donovan’s point of view.
5.) Mommy, Momma, and Me. Leslea Newman. (Pre-K-2nd) A board book that depicts two
moms and their toddler going about their day. Also with companion book by the same
author, Daddy, Papa, and Me.
6.) Heather Has Two Mommies. Leslea Newman. (Pre-k-2nd) Heather loves having two
mommies and is helped by her teacher who tells the class that love is what makes a
family. (The updated version from 25 years ago with new illustrations and void of the
lesbian stereotypes).
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7.) And Tango Makes Three. Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell. (Pre-K-3rd) This classic
has been on the banned book list. It features two male penguins in the zoo who are given
an egg. When the egg hatches the nurture their baby and are a family just like all the rest
of the penguins.
8.) King & King. Linda de Haan. (K-3rd) The prince does not want to marry until he meets
the brother of one of his suitors. A royal wedding follows and the king and queen are
delighted. Quirky illustrations and family acceptance make this book a winner. The story
continues in King& King & Family when the kings go on their honeymoon, find a child,
become a family, and live happily ever after.
9.) In our Mother’s House. Patricia Polacco. (k-4) Beautiful Polacco illustrations single this
one out. I especially love the drawings of the mothers. A neighbor does not accept their
family, but they know that their family, though not traditional, is full of love. The
narrator is black, the moms are white, the brother is Asian, and the sister is a redhead. A
rainbow of colors which celebrates neighborhood community, adoption, and family love.
10.) This Day in June. Gayle Pitman. (Pre-k-3rd) A trip to a pride parade where every
person LGBT is celebrated. Colorful pictures and rhymes to show children the many
aspects of LGBT people whether conforming or flamboyant.

Avoidance of Gender Stereotypes
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1.) Not Every Princess. Jeffery and Lisa Bone. (K-4) A beautiful book with whimsical
illustrations. Written in poem it has a wonderful message for girls to be who they want to
be outside of gender norms. The authors are psychologists.
2.) The Princess Knight. Cornelia Funke (Ages 3 and up) Violet is spunky and doesn’t want
to be married, so decides to take matters into her own hands. Instead of sitting back and
letting a boy win her hand in marriage in a jousting tournament, she secretly practices her
jousting skills and dresses as a boy to win her own freedom. The illustrations fit the spirit
of the book with their medieval details. Violet shows readers how to overcome gender
stereotypes.
3.) The Sissy Duckling. Harvey Fierstein. (K-3rd) Elmer is truly a likeable character with his
spiky hair and sunglasses. He likes things the other boys don’t and this makes his dad
unhappy. Elmer doesn’t want to play baseball, so everyone calls him a sissy. Humorous
story about a duck that embraces his identity and saves the day in the end.
4.) 10,000 Dresses. Marcus Ewert. (Pre-K-2nd) A young transgender boy dreams of wearing
beautiful dresses. His family does not approve. Bailey finds hope in an older girl who
begins to make dresses with him.
5.) My Princess Boy. Cheryl Kilodavis. (Pre-K-2nd) A nonfiction story from a mom’s point
of view about her little boy who loves dresses, sparkles, and pink. It is included here
because it reads like fiction and is illustrated rather than shown in realistic pictures. A
nice read on acceptance of boys who like nonconforming “girly” things. There are
complaints about the faceless illustrations. The author may have used this to bring home
the point that many boys are not gender compliant.
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6.) Red: A Crayon’s Story. Michael Hall (Pre-K-3rd) A blue crayon is mistakenly labeled
red. Obviously he won’t be much good at coloring like a red crayon. Everybody tries to
help him out, even going so far as to cut off his label. Eventually he realizes he should be
blue and things go much better. Teaches children to stay true to themselves despite the
labels they are given. Bright colorful illustrations help young children follow the story of
a protagonist who is something they use daily in the classroom.
7.) Morris Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress. Christine Baldacchino. (K-3rd) Morris
loves to wear the tangerine dress in the dress-up box, but when he wants to play
astronauts with the other boys they won’t let him because he is wearing the dress. Morris
becomes ill, goes home, and dreams of being an astronaut. When he wakes up he
illustrates his dream. Later, the boys love the picture and let Morris play. Soft, simple
pictures that capture the sweetness and whimsicality of the story. Filled with
onomatopoeia and imagination. In the end, Morris finds his authentic voice when one of
the little girls tries to tell him boys can’t wear dresses.
8.) Oliver Button is a Sissy. Tomie dePaola. (Pre-K-3) Oliver loves to read, draw, play dress
up, and make paper dolls. He doesn’t like to do the usual boy stuff, so his dad is afraid he
will be a sissy. His parents want him to get exercise, so he learns to dance. The boys at
school call him a sissy until they see him in the talent show. Another beautiful story by
dePaola.

9.) The Adventures of Tulip, Birthday Wish Fairy. S. Bear Bergman. (K-3rd) Tulip the wish
fairy gets a wish from a child named David who wants to be Daniela. The book is
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noteworthy for the fact that the narrator is a straight ally who gives some incredible gifts
to David. Tulip understands that transgender kids need compassion and understanding, so
he gives the gift of Clear Sight Sparkles for Daniela’s family and Teaching Toothpaste to
everyone so Daniela’s teachers and doctors will understand her.
10.)

Goblinheart: A Fairy Tale. Brett Axel. (K-3rd) Julip, a fairy, insists on growing

up to be a goblin. A wonderful tale which does not use male or female, but still is able to
convey the transgender child’s world. The author does an excellent job of not using
gendered pronouns.
11.)

A book to watch for is Large Fears. Kendrick Daye & Myles E Johnson. (K-3rd).

It is mentioned on many lists, but is unavailable at this time. The authors have set up a
Kickstarter campaign to get it published. It is notable because it portrays in African
American boy. As mentioned, people of color are not highly represented in LGBT
children’s books.
12.)

I am Jazz. Jessica Herthel (Director of the Stonewall National Education Project

which develops LGBT educational materials for the classroom) (Pre-K-3rd) Based on the
true story of Jazz Jennings who is transgender and has her own show on TLC.

Fourth and Fifth Grade
This category is the least represented. Most fourth and Fifth graders are not quite ready
for romantic relationships, but, even though they will enjoy picture books, they are now reading
chapter books. The recommended books for this age will have gender identity issues, LGBT
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parents or other adults in them or a gay friend who is already out. They may have coming out
stories, but the character is finding an identity that fits, not a boyfriend or girlfriend.
1.) Manny Files. Christian Burch. (4th-6th). The Dalinger family gets a nanny, except he is
not a nanny, but a manny (a man + nanny) A bit like Mary Poppins the gay manny
teaches the family how to appreciate life. The book never uses the word gay because,
according to Burch, he didn’t want it to be a “gay” book, but a real life where gay people
are just there in your life.
2.) Skull of Truth. Bruce Coville. (4th and 5th). This one is in my classroom library right
alongside all of the other books by Coville. The narrator, Charlie Eggleston, steals the
skull from a magic shop. Charlie has a hard time not lying, but with the skull he has to
tell the truth. One of the issues dealt with is a gay uncle which the family is trying to keep
quiet about.
3.) The Terrible Thing that Happened to Barnaby Brocket. John Boyne (4th-8th). A tale of
an eight year old boy born into a “normal” family who floats. This stresses his parents
who try to keep him safe but finally let him float away. In his travels he meets and stays
with a lesbian couple who are balloonists. They explain that they too were thrown out for
being different. The book is a celebration of being different as Barnaby floats around
playfully encountering those who are not the norm.
4.) Riding Freedom. Pam Munoz Ryan. (4th-6th).The fictionalized biography of Charlotte
Parkhurst. Set in the mid 1800’s Charlotte, after the death of her husband and child, lives
her life as a man.
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5.) Luv ya Bunches. Lauren Myracle. (4th-8th).This is a book in a series about fifth grade
girls. Some of the girls are from ethnic backgrounds and one has two moms.
6.) Better Nate than Ever. Tim Federle. (4th-8th). A small town boy heads to New York to
star in a musical. There he is happy to find that there are other males who sing and
dance. Hilarious and full of fun while still affirming that you need to find yourself and
follow your dreams no matter how far away.
7.) George. Alex Gino (4th-6th) George is a fourth grader who knows he is trapped in a
boy’s body. He wants to be a girl and star as Charlotte in the class play, Charlotte’s Web.
He and his best friend figure out a way to make it happen. An amazing story from the
perspective of a young transgender boy. Even though he gets bullied he perseveres and
comes out in school and at home. The narrator is hates the boy’s restroom, having a
penis, and worries about becoming a man. An absolute must read for teachers who want
to understand transgender children and their journey through school. It also had a nice
depiction of an ally in the principal who has a rainbow flag sticker in her office and tells
George her door is always open.
8.) My Mixed-up Berry Blue Summer. Jennifer Gennari. (5th and 6th) A sweet story about a
young girl living in a small Vermont town. Her mother decides to marry her girlfriend
under the new civil union law. The daughter, June, is not sure of anything. Should she
accept her mother’s girlfriend? Unfortunately, some of the townsfolk are very upset about
the law and gays marrying. June learns to stand up for what is right even when some
adults say it is wrong.
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9.) Wandering Son. Shimura Takako. Translated by Matt Thorn (4th and 5th) Manga (comic
created in Japan) about two fifth graders who are transgender, one a girl, the other a boy.
It has won lots of awards including the Rainbow List.

Middle School Selections
This age group will have more stories about main characters who are out or coming out.
There will be more romance, but not sexual in nature. The characters are usually between the
ages of eleven and thirteen. The narrative is also concerned with the angst of middle school.
1.) Any of the books in the Misfit series by James Howe (author of Bunnicula). This series
includes: The Misfits, Totally Joe, Addie on the Inside, and Also Known as Elvis. The
series is about a group of friends who stick together because they feel like misfits in
middle school. One of the friends, Joe, is gay and does have a boyfriend. The series
explores the angst of middle school while showing how friends make things better,
especially when friends accept you for you. I liked the first three, but didn’t feel that Also
Known as Elvis was as readable.

2.) The Boy in the Dress. David Walliams. Illustrated by Quentin Blake. Nominated for the
Roald Dahl Funny Prize. Dennis likes soccer and wearing dresses. One day he wears a
dress to school and is expelled from the big soccer game. Funny, British story about
crossdressing and making it through school and a rough family life. There is also a 2014
BBC movie made about the book.
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3.) So Hard to Say. Alex Sanchez. Most of Alex Sanchez books are Young Adult, but this
one is set in middle school. Its narrator is new to school and finds himself falling for the
captain of the soccer team. The only problem is the pretty and popular Xio is falling for
him and she is his best friend. Good read on navigating the world of friends and crushes.
4.) Fifty Ways to Say Fabulous. Graeme Aitken. Set in New Zealand with a chubby narrator,
this book is a tale of a boy who falls in love with Jamie, a straight boy, and is persuaded
by a gay boy. The highlight is his friendship with a tomboy girl who is supportive but
also falls for the Jamie. The story ends with Billy realizing the importance of acceptance
and friendship.
5.) Marco Impossible. Hannah Moskowitz. The story of two friends, one gay and one not.
Stephen is worried when his friend Marco wants to go to the prom only to declare his
love on stage for another boy. Wonderful story about a spirited adventure. It deals with
the fear a straight ally feels when he sees anti -gay graffiti and sees his friend bullied.
6.) Gracefully Grayson. Amy Polonsky. A young boy feels like he should be a girl and
decides, after the school play to transition. An eye-opening book that shows there are
good people in the world and ignorant people especially when it comes to transgender
children. This book makes you want to be one of the ones who understand.
7.) House of Hades. Rick Riordan. One of many book books in the Percy Jackson series. In
this book one of the characters comes out as gay. In an interview on the subject in The
Hindu, Riordan said, “I am committed to writing appropriate books for the middle grades.
This means no bad language, no gratuitous or explicit violence, and no sexual content
beyond what you might find in a PG-rated movie-expressions of who likes whom,
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holding hands, and perhaps the occasional kiss. The idea that we should treat sexual
orientation itself as an adults-only topic, however, is absurd. Non-heterosexual children
exist. To pretend they do not, to fail to recognize that they have needs for support and
validation like any child, would be bad teaching, bad writing, and bad citizenship.” I
couldn’t agree more.
8.) Drama. Raina Telgemeier. Drama is a graphic novel by the author of the popular series
Smile. The main character, Callie, loves theater but knows she is best behind the scenes.
The graphic novel is set in middle school and contains middle school crushes. Two of
these crushes are by male characters, but there is no romantic contact between the two.
9.) After Tupac and D Foster. Jacqueline Woodson. This novel stands out because it not only
is one of the few with people of color. The story is about friendship between two eleven
year old girls. The brother of one of the girls is gay and in prison serving time for being
framed for a hate crime.
10.)

Newsgirl. Lisa Ketchum. Historical fiction set in San Francisco during 1850.

Amelia, is the spunky protagonist who dresses like a boy to make money as a newsboy.
Her mother and friend, Estelle round out her family. The relationship between the two is
never defined which would be true to the time period. Excellent read to pair with Riding
Freedom.
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Rational

There is fear surrounding the inclusion of LGBT literature in the classroom. This is even
more pronounced in the elementary grades, but there has been an increasing awareness for
change, Sanders and Mathis (2012) state, “Educational organizations have realized the need for
such a change in the classroom and have made a call for action; the National Council of Teachers
of English (NCTE) passed a resolution (2007) calling for inclusion of LGBT issues in the
classroom in addition to providing guidelines for training teachers on such inclusions.” (p. 1).
Because of this awareness it is crucial that educators are aware of the resources available to
them. There are entire websites dedicated to raising awareness of LGBT issues and concerns
such as GLSEN and Teaching Tolerance, but my case study will be focusing on finding websites
which showcase and review LGBT literature available for elementary students. It has taken
time and there has been censorship of LGBT books, but there are quality books available.
Sanders and Mathis (2012) found “LGBT literature is becoming more available for young reader,
and K-12 curriculum should include literature with gay and lesbian themes and/or characters.”
(p.1).
Table: LGBT Literature Websites
Website Resource Chart
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Book Type

Resources-Website / Description

Picture Books

1. The Guardian: The best LGBT picture books in pictures
http://www.theguardian.com/childrens-bookssite/gallery/2014/mayWebsite/18/best-lgbt-picture-booksvanda-carter
This website shows images of the covers of picture books
for the younger set. It is engaging and beautifully
photographed with short synopsis of the books. Carter
choose books on not only their inclusion of LGBT themes,
but, also looking to the quality of illustrations. The site
includes ten titles. These titles cover LGBT issues such as
having to moms or two dads; and starts with Carter’s own
book If I had 100 Mummies. There were titles I had seen
before: And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson and
Peter Parnell, 10,000 Dresses by Marcus Ewert and Rex Ray,
and Great Big Book of Families by Mary Hoffman and Ros
Asquith. I would recommend this site to teachers because of
the presentation of the books and the topics covered. It fits
the guidelines suggested by GLSEN that elementary students
are taught diversity of families and gender expression
(10,000 Dresses is about a boy who wears dresses).
2. Welcoming Schools: A project of the human rights
campaign foundation.
http://www.welcomingschools.org/pages/using-lgbtinclusive-childrens-books-amp-looking-at-gender-throughbooks
The website not only included a list of books but also had
many available resources with ideas on how to incorporate
LGBT diversity and counter problems that may arise.
This website had a PDF format that included four pages. The
list was broken down into sub-categories: All Kinds of
Families, Picture Books with LGBT Family members or
Characters, and Chapter Books with LGBT Family Members
or Characters. The really nice feature was all books were
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Book Type

Resources-Website / Description
designated with an age range for the reader. There were
fourteen books for this age. Though there were three repeats
from the website above. I liked the inclusion of Confessions
of a Former Bully by Trudy Ludwig that deals with bullying
with words and bullying those that are perceived as gay. I
have read several articles from this website and would
recommend its use to all educators.
3.Goodreads: Transgender friendly books for children
http://www.goodreads.com/list/show/20314.Transgender_Fri
endly_Young_Children_s_Books_
What a find! 35 picture books celebrating protagonists who
are not defined by gender. The list was generated and voted
on by readers. The site is numbered with a picture, synopsis,
reader rating, and links for further information. There were
lots of books I had never seen before. Also books I hadn’t
considered such as the lovely classic The Story of Ferdinand
by Munro Leaf about the reluctant bull who won’t fight.
There is not an inclusion of age range for readers though they
were all picture books. The list included Rough Tough
Charley by Verla Kay about a stagecoach driver who is a girl
that dresses like a boy. This book would fit well in fourth
grade since it depicts a subject within the social studies unit
on the West. I would use some caution on this website since
it is reader generated and not developed as a site which deals
with LGBT concerns.
4. Brainpickings The Best LGBT Children’s Books: A
sweet and assuring celebration of diversity and difference
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/16/best-lgbtchildrens-books/
Just the title is enough to make one want to visit the site!
The Brainpickings website has a plethora of information on
all kinds of topics. If you want to read a LGBT friendly
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Book Type

Resources-Website / Description
children’s book right now, this is your site. There were only
six books reviewed, but the entire book was printed including
pictures. Another wonderful feature were the links attached
to each synopsis. For example, in the review of Morris
Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress by Christine
Baldaccino links took me to articles on LGBT laws, other
articles written by the author, and LGBT websites. When I
clicked on a phrase it took me to an article dealing with
“imprisoning polarities and stereotypes.” Another led me to
an article on the current laws on gay marriage. The articles
on this site were scholarly and well-written. Also, they
linked to the author where Baldaccino had written an article
for the National End Bullying Day campaign and within the
article there was a video of her book about Morris. Highly
recommended site.
5. Blogspot: Gay-themed picture books for children
http://booksforkidsingayfamilies.blogspot.com/p/books.html
Need a LGBT picture book in Spanish or French? If so this is
your site. It had several books in both languages and the
synopsis was written in the corresponding language. For
example: Un Mariage Vraiment Gai by Muriel Douru and
Mis Dos Mamas by Yolanda Pizarro. This site was written
by Patricia Sarles MA, MLS a librarian who wrote it for
parents, librarians and counselors. She did not mention
teachers as her target audience, but it is a good resource for
educators also. Readers can search by subtitles such as: Trans
People, Gay Grandparents, and Bullying etc. The site is
worth visiting if only to check for other sites and resources
alone. She has a list of book sites: GLSEN, Cooperative
Children’s Book Center, and Reading Rainbow. She also
recommended the books, Are The Kids All Right?
Representations of LGBTQ Characters in Children’s and
Young Adult Literature by B.J. Epstein, PH.D and Rainbow
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Book Type

Resources-Website / Description
Family Collections: Selecting and Using Children’s Books
with Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer
Content by Jamie Cambell NAIDOO, PH.D.

Chapter Books

1. Guardian: Top LGBT books for pre-teens
http://www.theguardian.com/childrens-bookssite/2014/may/15/top website-ten-lgbt-books-for-pre-teenssusie-day The Guardian comes through again with a nice
list of books for the pre-teens. This is a tough category to
find books for because most of the novels are YA which is
not recommended for children from 8-10. This group still
falls into GLSEN’s recommendation to stay within bullying,
family diversity, and gender identity. Later, in middleschool, are the stories about coming out and dating
appropriate. These ten books chosen by Susie Day hit just
the right note for pre-teens. Two examples are The Terrible
Thing that Happened to Barnaby Brocket by John Boyne
about an eight year old boy who can fly and finds “different”
friends, and Starring Kitty by Keris Staiton about a romance
with a light enough touch for the 10 plus crowd. She has
carefully selected titles and written a nice synopsis to help
readers to select just the right book.
2. Reading Rainbow: Gay and lesbian characters and themes
in children’s books
http://www.windowsill.net/gaybooks.html This is a webpage
for books The site is broken up into categories of picture
books, fiction for 5-10 year olds, Teen, and nonfiction. It
had only four books listed in the pre-teen section but there
was a lengthy written section for all of them. Some of the
issues are finding out a favorite uncle is gay in The Skull of
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Book Type

Resources-Website / Description
Truth by Bruce Coville, and the issue of parent custody and
two moms in Living in Secret by Christina Salot.
Unfortunately, the site is not designed well and is not
aesthetically pleasing. It has poorly designed links as well.
3. Rainbow Booklist for GLBTQ books for children and
teens http://glbtrt.ala.org/rainbowbooks/archives/1025 A
webpage for books This site selects the best quality LGBTQ
books for the year. It has a panel of judges that read all of
the new books of the year and select their favorites. They
break the books down into picture, juvenile fiction, and teen.
Depending upon the year, there are zero to four books for
older elementary students. 2015’s list had Better Nate than
Ever by Tim Federle about a boy who loves musical theater.
2014’s list had only My Mixed-up Berry Blue Summer by
Jennifer Genaro with a young girl who is struggling to
understand her mother’s marriage to a woman. Some years
they have a category Early/middle fiction that is not suitable
for under ten. Well-written and reliable.
4. Lee Wind: I am here. I am queer. Now what the hell do I
read?
http://www.leewind.org/2009
Wind’s blog is an incredible resource especially for
teens. There are hundreds YA books listed and reviewed.
Unfortunately, he only has two
books that are suitable for older elementary. I
found other titles under, Books with a GLBTQ
Parent / Caretaker. There were two series:
Manny by Christian Burch and The Popularity
Papers by Amy Ignatow fit the criteria. There is also a
young early reader about bullying: Pinky and Rex and the
Bully by James Howe. Wind is dedicated to making books
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Book Type

Resources-Website / Description
accessible to LGBT kids. His blog has won several
prestigious awards.
5. Amazon: Books for elementary age kids in gay and
lesbian families http://www.amazon.com/Books-ElementaryKids-Lesbian-Families/lm A webpage for
books/7IVE71LCCJO8
The Amazon website has a list of books available. This list
does arrange books by grade levels. There were some new
titles. Unfortunately many of the titles were listed only due to
the fact that the main character’s friends had gay parents.
The website is listing books that link to Amazon. There you
will find more information and reviews. It had the most
books in the easiest format to access. Though I would caution
educators to read first since this site is not under any LGBT
umbrella.
Using LGBT literature in the classroom

Here are some considerations for a teacher seeking to use LGBT literature in the elementary
classroom. First it is relatively easy to find good quality picture books, though the same books
will show up on different websites. Second, it becomes more difficult to find chapter books that
are age appropriate. The research included about thirty titles and, as mentioned, some titles were
included because they mentioned a friend having gay parents. Though it is amazing the number
of books now available for teens. This number runs into the hundreds. These websites will
hopefully make available more LGBT literature to educators. It is important to remember that
these books are important for all students. They are both a mirror and a window for readers,
according to Sanders & Mathis (2012), “Mirrors would be used to describe how the LGBT
readers look at the text because they could see aspects of their own story in the characters and
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themes present, yet heterosexual readers would be looking through a window to view a life and
identity with which they are not intimately familiar.” (p. 5). These websites hold both mirrors
and windows for elementary students if educators make the choice to use them and select diverse
LGBT literature.
It is recommended that teachers check awards lists and pre-read the books they wish to share
with their students. There are many websites such as Amazon, GoodReads, or even a list from a
library site that will list LGBT books because they are LGBT not because of quality.
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The Heart Has its Reasons has a timeline of published LGBTQ young adult novels which
started in the 1940's with Seventh Summer (Daly, 1942) and The Small Rain (L'Engle 1945)
which were not published as YA novels but were read by that audience. The first official YA was
I’ll Get There. It Better be Worth the Trip (Donovan, 1969), and then there were nine more
books published in the1970's. The 1980’s showed an increase with forty titles, one being Annie
on my Mind (Gardner, 1982) which is still easily found in libraries. Seventy-five novels were
published in the 1990's two of which were written by Chris Crutcher: Athletic Shorts, and
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Ironman. Also other well-known authors such as Jacqueline Woodson (The House You Pass on
the Way, The Dear One, From the Notes of Melanin Sun), Gary Paulsen (The Car), Bruce
Coville (The Skull of Truth), Paula Fox (The Eagle Kite), Jack Gantos (Desire Lines), and Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor (Alice on the Outside) wrote gay characters into their novels in the 90's. Cart
reported that a total of sixty-six titles were published from 2000-2004.

Many of the early LGBTQ books featured gay characters that were lonely and suicidal.
YA author David Leviathan blogged on his website, “In the history of teen literature gay
characters were at first ignored. In the 1970's, at the time Judy Blume was tackling real topics
for teenagers, gays tended to end up dead: a mortality rate of about one in three.” The Heart Has
its Reasons research shows the same tendencies. It isn't until the 2000 that we start to see more
acceptances and even the inclusion of a gay community in these novels.
The titles I chose to read, mainly by happenstance, tended to not only be contemporary
but fairly well split into four categories: those which had gay characters but they were not the
protagonist, gay protagonists, lesbian protagonist, and transgender (the smallest with just one
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title). I also read Jodi Picoult's newest novel, Sing You Home (2011) which dealt with lesbians
having a child because Picoult has many teen readers. The Heart Has its Reasons (Cart &
Jenkins, 2006) suggests that LGBTQ novels tend to have more stories with gay characters and
that lesbian, bisexual, and transgender youth are underrepresented, “We clearly need more
GLBTQ books featuring characters of color, more lesbian and bisexual characters, more
transgender youth and more characters with same-sex parents.” (Cart & Jenkins, 2006). Most of
the books I read centered on the coming- out experience, but there is hope that this will also
evolve, “However there is more to life than sex; more to human identity than one's preference in
sexual partners. And so GLBTQ literature needs to be---and is slowly becoming--- more than
coming-out stories. It needs to include more stories about young people whose homosexuality is
simply a given and who are dealing with other issues and challenges---emotional, intellectual,
physical , social, developmental, etc. that are part of teens' lives.” (Cart & Jenkins, 2006).
Under the first category “gay, but not the protagonist” I read seven titles:
(1) Weetzie Bat (Block, 1989) featured Dirk and Duck as the gay couple who are friends of
the protagonist Weetzie Bat. The book which featured magical realism and gay
acceptance was ahead of its time. Weetzie Bat doesn't have a problem with
homosexuality, as a matter of fact, when her husband doesn't want a baby she has one
with Dirk and Duck. The book also deals with AIDS. It was written as an adult novel and
has drug use, but is a cult classic for many teens. Block has written several other books
following up on the Weetzie Bat story including Witch Baby, and Goat Boys. Her books
are very popular and there is talk of making a movie with the Weetzie Bat character.
(2) Misfits (Howe, 2001). This book written by James Howe of Bunnicula fame is one of
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the few that I read that I would recommend for middle school students. It is about a
group of kids who form their own club because they are not popular, which doesn't
bother them because they enjoy their own company. They are called names for various
reasons some for their weight, height, intelligence, looks, and sexual orientation. Howe
deftly handles high school ostracism with humor. The group runs for presidency under
the title “The No-Name Party”. They run to stop name calling. When one of the friends
comes-out he is accepted by the group. The story revolves around both hetero and
homosexual students trying to figure out who to date. When one of the characters states
“that's so gay y'know weird” another counters with “I hate that expression. Gay does not
equal weird.” This book could definitely be used in the classroom to talk about name
calling and seeing the positive in everyone. No drug use, language or sex.
(3) Girl, Nearly Sixteen, Absolute Disaster (Lamb, 2005) is an extremely funny book
written by an English author. The main character isn't gay, but she is obsessed with
staying home with her new boyfriend rather than going on vacation with her single mom.
Lamb humorously depicts the self-absorbed, overly- dramatic teen. The daughter doesn't
know her father is gay, but the vacation ends with the revelation and acceptance of his
partner. This novel is light-hearted and Lamb explains in the QA section at the end of the
book that homosexuality is more accepted in England. It is just not as big a deal over
there she claims.
(4) The Sledding Hill (Crutcher, 2005). A friend comes-out during the story.
(5) Vibes (Ryan, 2008) another really witty, strong female character who is so caught up in
her own world that she actually believes she is psychic. She is sure she knows what
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everyone else is thinking, but she doesn't realize her best friend is gay. She defends
herself by telling him that no one else knew he was gay, so he yells out in the cafeteria
asking who knew he was gay and everyone raises their hands. The book is more about
thinking you know what others are thinking than gay themes, but being gay is accepted as
a normal part of high school.
(6) Bait (Sanchez, 2009). Hard hitting book about sexual abuse. The main character Diego,
who is not gay, has been abused as a young boy by his stepfather. His mother is in denial
and he is sent to court for punching a gay student at school. Diego is assigned a
counselor who he eventually opens up to, admitting he is afraid he is gay because of the
abuse. The author, Alex Sanchez worked as a counselor and is gay. Sanchez dispels the
myths that child abusers are gay and that gays are gay because of abuse. He deals
sensitively with gay acceptance by showing understanding towards his protagonist's
anger because of his fear of being gay and by having the counselor ultimately be revealed
as gay when he is seen with his partner and children.
(7) By the Time You Read This I Will be Dead (Peters, 2010) A must-read for all teenagers
and teachers. The protagonist is not gay, but she is bullied from kindergarten through
high school because of her weight. Daelyn has already tried to commit suicide and is on
a website trying to figure out how to be successful on her next try. Some of the people
writing their stories on the site are gay and tell their stories about being bullied and
wanting to die because of the torment. The author, in the QA section at the back of the
book, states that a 70 to 80% of teachers ignore bullying in school. The statistics for gay
teen suicide are even higher than average. The author, Julie Anne Peters, is a lesbian;
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most of her other books have lesbian protagonists and some include gay characters as
well.

I would highly recommend all of these titles, though I am sure that Weetsie Bat, and Bait
would make the banned book list, as The Sledding Hill has, because of their content. This is the
category where there are more straight authors, of the six only three have gay authors: Alex
Sanchez, James Howe and Julie Anne Peters. I assume this is because heterosexual authors don't
feel comfortable writing the coming-out story, and therefore they stick with straight protagonists.

The next category “Gay Protagonists” has seven titles:
(1) Boy Meets Boy (Levithan). Hailed as one of the only books that depict a utopian
world for gay characters. In their town it isn't a bad thing to be gay. It has been
called a breakthrough book and one an ALA award and Quick Pick, and a
Lambda Award. The protagonist falls in love with the new boy in town. He has
to deal with his ex-boyfriend and try to help another gay friend, Tony, who lives
in the town one over where homosexuality is not accepted. Tony's parents,
conservative Christians, won't let him out of the house unless he is dating a girl.
There is also the cross-dressing quarterback who is the homecoming queen. The
story is mainly a gay romance between Paul and Noah, but it is bigger story of
acceptance and being there for each other. In the end they all go to get Tony for
the dance. “We're all his date,” Joni answers. Everyone steps forward. Girls and
boys. Straight boys and a drag queen. My boyfriend. My ex-boyfriend. My
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brother. Me.” (Levithan, 2003, p. 183) There is kissing, but no sex, language or
drug use. Levithan who is gay mentions PFLAG (Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays) in the book. Also, the ex-boyfriend is bisexual.
(2) Absolutely, Positively Not (LaRochelle, 2005) is a comic look at the coming-out
of its gay protagonist. The main character tries to hide from and fix his
homosexuality, only to come-out to acceptance by his friends and family. A
loving look at how it should be for all LGBTQ youth. There is no alcohol, sex,
or drug use making it a good choice for middle school students.
(3) Grand and Humble (Hartinger, 2006) two boys live parallel lives. Their lives
intersect at the intersection of Grand and Humble. Surrealist look at how lives can
change from one incident, in this case a car accident happening or not. One of
the boys is straight and the other gay. Ironically, it is the straight character who
struggles most with his parents and trying to be true to himself. The story ends
with the gay character happy with himself and not wanting to change his life.
(4) Vast Fields of Ordinary (Burd, 2009). This the first I've read that has a character
who is just out of high school; the story plays out over the summer before he goes
off to college. There are more sexual incidents in the story, with some alcohol and
drug use. The story would be more appropriate for late high school. Definitely a
story that is not afraid to tell the truth of teen sex and drinking. The parents are
also depicted without sentimentality: the father is having an affair and the mother
is addicted to Prozac. It is a coming-out story where the parents aren't cruel, but
they definitely are not pleased. Nick, the protagonist, has sex with a boy who
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won't admit he is gay. Then Nick meets his first boyfriend and finds real love and
acceptance. The first boy ends up committing suicide instead of revealing he is
gay. This is a story that many teens will find rings true, though it is at times sad;
there is hope when Nick goes to college to find a gay community and acceptance.
(5) Freaks and Revelations (Hurwin, 2009) is based on a true story. It was featured
on NPR and Oprah. It tells the story of a young gay boy who is kicked out of his
home when he comes-out and lives on the street. He eventually hustles and finds
a community of other street boys. The other character is a Neo-Nazi who grew up
in a family with a father who beats the wife and kids. The Neo-Nazi character
ends up kicking the gay boy and leaving him for dead. After he has his own
children, he changes his hate-filled ways and to make amends volunteers at the
Museum of Tolerance. There he meets the gay character who also works there
and they manage to form a friendship against all odds. Pretty graphic, but an
important story for teenagers to hear. Once again this book would probably be
challenged, but students can hear the story on television.
(6) Love Drugged (Klise, 2010) is a story much like Absolutely, Positively Not
(LaRochelle, 2005). The gay protagonist is determined not to be gay and so he
steals some experimental drugs from his girlfriend's scientist father. The drugs do
not make him straight, just sick. He realizes that being gay should not be
something he tries to eradicate. He wants to feel love and passion, so he realizes
how dangerous the drug will be if it gets approval. The story is humorous and the
protagonist ends up saving the day and exposing the scientist. Excellent book for
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both middle and high school.
(7) Will Grayson, Will Grayson (Leviathan, 2010) is an award winning book which
tells its story from multiple perspectives both gay and straight. It is the story of a
gay character and straight character who share the same name. The two of them
meet accidentally. The story is a beautiful portrayal of the importance of
friendship. It shares how accepting and loving your friends for who they are not
only enriches their life but yours as well. I highly recommend it for all high
school students.

The next category is “Lesbian protagonists”:
(1) Empress of the World (Ryan, 2001) is set at a camp for smart kids. Two
characters fall in love with each other and it is easily accepted by their peers. The
story ends with both girls deciding that they love each other, but they are bisexual.
A good coming of age story that allows the characters to explore who they are
without having to play for keeps. Sex is alluded to and there is alcohol use.
(2) The Bermudez Triangle (Johnson, 2004) is the story of three girls who have been
friends since they were little. One leaves to smart kid camp for the summer and
the other two fall in love. The book explores friendship, being a lesbian, and
bisexuality. It is ultimately about how important friends and acceptance are to
everyone whether they are gay or straight.
(3) Far from Xanadu (Peters, 2005) has the lesbian protagonist, Mike, fall in love
with her heterosexual friend, Xanadu. Mike is struggling with the suicide of her
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father. She is a hard talking, bodybuilder who must deal with a loser brother and
an obese mother who never leaves the house. Her best friend is gay and he finds
his boyfriend on the internet. Mike learns that, though she can never have the
girl she loves, the people of the town love and accept her. The community works
to get her a baseball scholarship. This is an excellent story about finding family
with those that love you. It does contain alcoholism, language, sex, and drug use.
It would definitely be banned!
(4) Ash (Lo, 2009) is a lesbian Cinderella. It would appeal to fantasy readers. It is
well told and rich in period detail. This book could be read in middle school;
there is no language, sex, drugs, or alcohol.
(5) Rage (Peters, 2009) is another book by Julie Anne Peters. She tends to push the
boundaries and really write stories without flinching. Rage deals with a lesbian
couple and abuse. One of the characters has a horrific homelike with a drug
addict mom and abusive stepfathers. She becomes abusive herself and ends up in
a facility. An excellent resource for any teen who is suffering from abuse either
in their relationships or home life. It explores the reasons a person allows abuse
from their partner. Peters includes safe house and domestic abuse information at
the end of the book.
(6) Sing you Home (Picoult, 2011) is the story of one woman's journey from
infertility to motherhood in a lesbian relationship. Though not a YA book it does
tell the story from the perspective of conservative Christians and mothers wanting
a child. There are not a lot of books on same-sex parents though this is the
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lifestyle of many children. Most LGBTQ adults in YA stories are gay uncles,
usually who are suffering from AIDS.

The thing I found interesting about this selection was the fact that many of the lesbian characters
were portrayed as bisexual which is not the case with gay characters.
The final section, with only one book, though I have another on hold at the library, is the
transgender portrayal.
(1) Almost Perfect (Katcher, 2009) is the story of a boy who falls in love with a girl. The girl,
Sage, is actually a boy in the process of changing her gender. Sage is beautiful, though a bit tall
and has breasts because of hormone treatments. She has not persuaded her parents to pay for her
final surgery. The story is told from the boy's perspective as he falls in love, discovers the truth,
is appalled, and then ashamed of himself for not being there for Sage. At the end of the story,
Sage is brutally beaten by another boy and is hospitalized. The story ends with Sage trying to
decide if she wants to continue to try to become a girl or give up on her true self and return to
being a boy. Her family moves and the main character does not stay in the relationship, but
realizes he loves Sage.

(2) Luna (Peters, 2004) a National Book Award Finalist. This book is told from the perspective
of a sister whose brother is becoming a girl. Hopefully the transgender story will one day be told
from their own perspective. Liam only comes out at night thus the name Luna, which means
“moon” and the idea that she only can be her true self when the moon is out. Both girls must
learn to stand up for themselves and be the person they are meant to be.
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(3)F2M: The Boy Within (Edwards & Kennedy) An eighteen year old girl, Skye, has never felt
like a girl inside. The story revolves around her as she transitions into Finn. Skye is in a
feminist punk band, Chronic Cramps, and must negotiate her transition with her band members,
school, and family. This is one of the few girl to boy stories available.

In reviewing the books, I read six out of twenty authors were not homosexual. Many of
the LGBTQ writers have websites talking about their books, writing process, their coming-out
story and resources for LGBTQ youth. David Levithan and Malinda Lo have also done It Gets
Better YouTube clips to help prevent suicide by LGBTQ youth.

Though I see the importance of these stories, I am sure most, if not all of them, would be banned
in many, if not all schools. Like I said, I was unaware of the amount of quality LGBTQ
literature for teens available, and if I didn't know how teenagers are supposed to know? How
LGBTQ are kids going to have their mirrors and heterosexual kids their windows if these books
are not being used by teachers. As Chris Crutcher states in Sledding Hill, “When those kids'
stories are censored, the kids are also censored. We leave them behind. They become an
afterthought, or nothing.” (p. 12). The life changing books tell the truth. They say it like it is.
They teach tolerance. Author Maureen Johnson (The Bermudez Triangle) blogged on the
Blogging Censorship: The National Coalition against Censorship that LGBTQ books should
not be hidden away, “To do so is basically saying to the gay kids, 'There is something dirty about
you.' Anyone who would say that is the true filth monger. Period.”
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“There will come a time when we are as ashamed of how our culture now treats the gay
population as we are about how we treated blacks during and before the civil rights movement of
the fifties and sixties.” (Crutcher, 2005, p.11)

Chapter 5 Conclusion
The importance of providing all students with quality LGBT literature is becoming easier
and more urgent. With the high rate of bullying found in the LGBT student population and its
unfortunate consequences from loss of school attendance to the increase in LGBT suicide it is
pertinent that educators address this problem. Acknowledgement that this bullying is an issue
and providing direct intervention strategies is a first step. One of the ways to bring compassion
and understanding to the LGBT experience is through quality LGBT children’s literature.
Fortunately, more quality LGBT children’s literature is being published. This literature enables
non-LGBT students to have a window into the lives and struggles of the LGBT community. Just
as importantly it provides a mirror for LGBT students and their families to see themselves and
their struggles validated.
This project discussed in previous chapters the consequences for LGBT students and their
families when classrooms and schools are devoid of literature that acknowledges and confirms
their identities and struggles. It provides criteria for quality LGBT children’s literature and helps
define the issues that are best addressed in the various grades from family diversity, gender
nonconformity, coming out, and transgender topics. It lists the top quality LGBT children’s
literature available for each grade level with a synopsis of each book. The project also provides a
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website for educators to use as a resource to find more quality LGBT children's literature and
names of the groups which provide awards for outstanding LGBT children’s literature in the
hope that educators will continue to seek out more LGBT children’s literature as it becomes
available in the future.

Project Implementation Plans
As previously stated, the website resource has been shared with and used by a CSUSM
professor to make suggestions for the library, the teacher’s union LGBT group at the Temecula
Valley Unified School District, the Trevor Project ( LGBT support and suicide prevention
group), and the Temecula Library. I intend to share it with my colleagues and have the
applicable sections available on my teacher website. Also, after reading my selections from the
library, I have ordered books for my classroom library and plan on reading The Terrible Thing
that Happened to Barnaby Brocket by John Boyne as a class read aloud. This book not only
included lesbians, but has a strong message of acceptance of all types of people.

Educational Implications
The safety of all students should be a priority in all schools. The inclusion of LGBT
children’s literature in the classroom is a way to “come out” for all. It is important that students
are compassionate towards everyone. An important first step is to walk in their shoes which
quality literature allows. With the implementation of more anti-bullying laws, it is also a good
step towards compliance. Allowing for acceptance and integration of LGBT children and their
families to feel that school is there for them as well as everyone else.
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Lessons Learned
One of the lessons I learned was that, though there is an increase in LGBT children’s
literature, there is still not a lot out there especially in certain categories. One is in the area of
people of color and disabilities. The majority of the stories, especially in the younger grades deal
with white middle class characters. There are exceptions, most notably After Tupac and D Foster
by Jacqueline Woodson that deals with poverty and African Americans.
Another area of concern is the lack of lesbian representation in early chapter books and
middle grade literature. There are books about girls being gender non-conforming, but not
lesbian. The books available for grades fourth through fifth are few, and even those rarely
include a LGBT protagonist. The LGBT characters, at this grade level, are mainly parents of
other children. The biggest exception is George by Alex Gino whose protagonist is a transgender
student. This book is also a stand out because the transgender experience is not widely
represented.
Also, I learned that some of the older books which fit the middle school criteria deal
mainly with a relative who is dying from AIDs. Though AIDs is a serious and important issue I
don’t feel like it should be the primary exposure to the LGBT community that children get from
LGBT children’s literature.
I started this project not knowing if I would be able to find more than a handful
of young adult books with LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer or Questioning)
themes. I searched the internet and with a list of about ten titles I went to Barnes and Noble
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where I was able to find two titles. After reading them I realized I would have to order online if I
wished to read more. I decided to check the library. After the small selection at the bookstore I
was not very hopeful there would be any; maybe I might find some non-fiction books.
Surprisingly, to me at least, the Temecula Library had many titles, and those it didn’t shelve I
borrowed through the Riverside County Library. I set my goal at twenty books. I felt reading
twenty would give me a good feel for what was out there for teens. About fifteen books into the
project I found The Heart has its Reasons: Young Adult Literature with Gay/Lesbian /Queer
Content, 1969-2004 (Cart & Jenkins, 2006) which is an excellent historical analysis of LGBTQ
literature. It gave me a background in the evolution of the genre. I had been using the internet
and found some excellent websites discussing LGBTQ literature, but most sites focused on the
most current novels. Two of the websites are Lambda, which gives out awards for the best
LGBTQ literature, and I'm Here and I'm Queer Now What do I Read. Though I did read Weetzie
Bat (Block, 1989) most of the books I read range from 2001 to 2010 with about half from 2009
to 2010
The most important lesson I learned is that there are multiple resources to find quality
LGBT children’s literature. During the years of working on my thesis, the availability of LGBT
literature has grown. There has not been as much growth for younger children, but in young
adult LGBT literature there is a plethora of titles to choose from.

Project Suggestions
As laws are passed that demand the inclusion of LGBT people, I am hopeful that more
quality LGBT children’s literature will become available. Though the titles included in the
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project are a wonderful addition to any library, it is important for educators to be aware of any
new titles. Using the table of websites and awards for LGBT children’s literature will keep
educators up to date. Because the young adult category is rapidly expanding it is even more
crucial to stay informed. Fortunately, there are a few really good websites especially, I’m Here.
I’m Queer. What the Hell do I read? Lee Wind uses this website to find and review the LGBT
literature that is already out and the most recent. With so much new LGBT literature becoming
available it is important to have ways to select quality and to quickly and easily find books which
fit the criteria relevant in each grade level.

Limitations of Project
This project was designed solely to assist educators in selecting the best LGBT children’s
literature. Sometimes there was not a lot to choose from and sometimes, especially in the young
adult category, it can be overwhelming. The selections are not static and educators will need to
continually update themselves. Also, this project was not designed to provide lesson plans or
curriculum to implement the literature into the classroom. I suggest educators visit GLSEN’s
website and download their anti-bullying toolkit. There are lesson plans in the toolkit for antibullying that would benefit from the inclusion of LGBT children’s literature. These lessons
would be an excellent starting point to implement LGBT children’s literature. They also have
tips on dealing with parents and support for teachers who are timid about including LGBT
children’s literature into their classrooms.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this project has provided a critical look at the circumstances and
consequences of not including LGBT awareness within the school curriculum. It has provided a
criteria for selecting quality LGBT literature and categorized the appropriateness of the types of
LGBT children’s literature to be included at which grade level. Educating teachers about the
availability, types, and quality of LGBT children’s literature was central to the project. Chapter
one provided a preview of the methodology, a literature review, and included the purpose and
significance of the project. In chapter two the current research on the need for quality LGBT
children’s literature was reviewed. Chapter three discussed the criteria for selecting quality
LGBT children’s literature and plan for the project. Chapter four included the criteria for quality
and categories to be used in grade levels, while supplying the top literature available with a
synopsis for each. It began with the literature for Pre-K through middle school, then had a table
of websites for further research and information on LGBT children’s literature, and ended with a
listing and synopsis of young adult LGBT literature.
Chapter 5 was a reflection on the lessons learned, the limitations encountered, and the
implications for education which the project set forth. My hope is that with the inclusion of
quality LGBT children’s literature into the classroom, LGBT students will feel accepted and an
integral part of the classroom and school. Also, that all students will grow in compassion not
only for LGBT students, but for each other no matter what distinctions they have. My greatest
hope is that as educators read and share quality LGBT children’s literature they too will find
strength to include and protect LGBT students and their LGBT families. I dedicate this project
not only to the LGBT students who are currently in schools, but to those who passed through and
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felt they needed to hide their true selves. And though I have addressed students throughout the
project, my hope is that all LGBT educators will find acceptance and compassion as well.
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